
NorthPark HOA Pool Permission Form with Swimming Test (Children of NP HOA members)

Name ________________________________________ Address _________________________________

Phone # __________________________________ Email __________________________________________

Children of Northpark HOA members ages 9 to 17 are permitted to swim without a parent or guardian being physically

present at the pool provided that:

1. the child is an “independent” swimmer – swims without aid of floaties, water wings, etc.

2. the child passes a swim test administered by an Absolute Pools certified lifeguard at the NP HOA pool

3. parent and child have read and understand the pool rules and regulations put forth by the HOA and Absolute

Pool management

4. the parents/guardians sign this form with provide emergency contact information below

5. the parents waive all liability for damages, losses or injuries incurred by my child being in the pool area without

adult supervision

I/We, _____________________________________/________________________________________________ , give
permission for __________________________________________________(child name) to swim at the
NorthPark pool without the supervision of a parent/guardian over 18. I understand my child is between the
ages of 9 and 17 and give consent to test her/his swimming ability.

Emergency Contact Information (please print)

Child Name:___________________________________ Age ________ M/F ___________

Allergies_______________ Medications (if applicable)_____________________

Additional Information___________________________________________________________________________

Primary Parent/Guardian__________________________________ Phone #____________________________________

Additional Phone # _____________________________________________

Secondary Parent/Guardian ________________________________________ Phone # ___________________________

Additional Phone # _____________________________________________

I give permission for Absolute Pool management to secure emergency medical care for this child while at the pool. I

realize that attempts to reach a parent or guardian will be made prior to any decisions unless a life-threatening situation

is at hand.

Release

In consideration of being permitted to utilize the pool as described herein, I/we for myself and such participating children

agree not to hold the NorthPark HOA, its board, or Absolute Pool management and its employees, liable for damages,

losses or injuries incurred by my child being in the pool area without adult supervision and understand that we are

responsible for our child’s actions.  Any failure to abide by the pool rules will result in a loss of this privilege regardless of

the child’s swimming ability and may result in complete loss of pool usage.

Signature ______________________________________ Date__________

Signature ______________________________________ Date__________



North Park Swim and Skills Test

In order for any child (9-17) to be at the pool unaccompanied by a parent, EACH skill must be correctly and sufficiently

demonstrated to pass the test. Once a child passes, he/she will receive a wrist band that MUST be worn at all times. Each

time the child visits the pool without a parent or would like to enter the deep end, he/she must check in with the

lifeguards to get their wrist band. A parent must be present at the time of the testing. Swim tests will only be conducted

during scheduled times, safety breaks and or at the lifeguard’s discretion.

To successfully pass the NP swim test, the following skills MUST be correctly and sufficiently demonstrated:

1. Jump in the deep end, surface, and swim above water with a stroke of choice to either the ladder or the edge of
the pool and exit unassisted. (**This test must be completed for children 0-6 who wish to use the diving board
while being accompanied by an adult in the deep end).

2. Swim the length of the pool without stopping (from shallow to deep end), using either front crawl or
breaststroke, while exhibiting rhythmic breathing by either turning head to side or up to take a breath.
Absolutely no underwater swimming.

3. Once 3 quarters down the lap lane, the child must flip on to his/her back to demonstrate their ability to float for
10 seconds. Then flip over and continue to the wall.

4. Effectively and correctly tread water for 30 seconds.

Lifeguards:  As a child passes a skill, please mark it as pass or fail next to the skill number.  There is an area for

additional comments below.

Skill 1:_____________ Skill 2:_____________ Skill 3:_______________Skill 4:________________

Additional Comments: _____________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Administering Lifeguard: ______________________________________ Date _______________

Secondary Lifeguard: ________________________________________ Date ________________


